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A Holistic Energy-Efficient Approach fora Processor-Memory System
Feihao Wu, Juan Chen * , Yong Dong , Wenxu Zheng , Xiaodong Pan,
Yuan Yuan, Zhix in Ou , and Yuyang Sun
Abstract: Component overclocking is an effective approach to speed up the components of a system to realize a
higher program performance ; it includes processor overclocking or memory overclocking. However, overclocking
will unavoidably result in increase in power consumption.

Our goal is to optimally improve the performance

of scientific computing applications without increasing the total power consumption for a processo r-memo ry
system. We built a processor-memory energy efficiency model for multicore-based systems , which coordinates
the performance and power of processor and memory. Our model exploits performance boost opportunities for a
processor-memory system by adopting processor overclocking , processor Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
(DVFS), memory active ratio adjustment , and memory overclocking , according to different scientific applications.
This model also provides a total power control method by considering the same four factors mentioned above . We
propose a processor and memory Coordination-based holistic Energy-Effic ient (CEE) algorithm , which achieves
performance improvement without increasing the total power consumption. The experimental results show that
an average of 9.3% performance improvement was obtained for all 14 benchmarks. Meanwhile the total power
consumption does not increase. The maximal performance improvement was up to 13.1% from dedup benchmark.
Our experiments validate the effectiveness of our holistic energy-efficient model and technology.

Keywo rds:

processor overclocking; memory overclocking ; performance boost ; total power control ; energy
efficiency

1Introduction
Processor overclocki ng can greatly spee du pp rocessors
and consequently reduceth eexec utiont imeso f
programs;h owever,i tr esultsi nhu gei ncrease
in powercons umption.D evelopingana
pproach to
keep the total power consumption fro m increasing
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when co mponents are overclocked will favor both
performance andenergy,whic h will improve energy
efficiency. An adaptive overclocking controller that
dynamically applies the overclockingt echniquebase d
on the application characteristics was proposed in
Ref. [I]. Fro mth eresu lts,th ea uthors co ncluded
that processor overclocki ng can better reduce energy
cons umption and energy delaypro duct compared with
DynamicVo ltage and Freq uency Scaling (DVFS) and
lowervo ltaget echniques . Acco rdingt o theirviewpoi nt,
althoughth e DVFSsc heme consumesm uch less power
than thebase line scheme, it severe lyd egrades the
performancedu e to thelowes t clock freq uency. Thus,
it inturnin creases thee nergy cons umption oft he
microprocessora ndth eovera ll system. Thism eanst he
energy efficiency can bei mprovedf rom thea ngle of
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component overclocking. Moreover, Ref. [1] focuses
ontheoveral1
system energy, which motivates usto
consider coordinating processor and memory, rather
than merely processor, to improve the energy efficiency
of the processor-memory system. Thisway, memory
overclocking canbe considered as another method for
performance boost.
Our goalisto
improve performance through
component overclocking while controlling total power
consumption from increasing. We consider combining
these two aspects asourgoal
because of the
fol1owing: First, nowadays, high power consumption
isone
of the major chal1engesin
developing
next-generation exascale supercomputer systemsl",
which are associated with problems of system
reliability or stability. Therefore, reducing or limiting
power consumption is necessary. Second, component
overclocking technique can improve performance, but
wil1 result in huge increase in power consumption,
negatively affecting system reliability. Considering that
power consumption has been abig
problem and
overclocking will increase the power consumption of
the corresponding components, itis important to control
thetotal power to reduce suchrisk. Third, energy saving
is inevitable once ourgoalis
achieved, aswewill
improve performance and reduce power consumption at
the same time.
Several studies have been conducted to obtain a better
performance-power tradeoff forthe processorlV'", but
theydonot
consider the memory aspect. However,
itis more beneficial to propose a holistic approach
for energy-efficient computing than address either
processor or memory inan isolated manner. Thisis
because an isolated approach sometimes cannot achieve
maximal energy efficiency. Considering a system
with multiple adaptive components, maximizing the
performance of agiven component maynot maximize
the performance of the system. To maximize the
system performance, the parameter space needs tobe
hand-tuned. Moreover, existing algorithms cannot be
mechanical1y combined for multiple components. It
is complex tokeeptotal
power consumption from
increasing for performance-optimal algorithms across
different components.
Many studies aimto develop a balanced energyefficient system. In such studies, energy efficiency,
which is measured by workload/Joule, withtheunit
of FLoating-pointing OPerations per Joule (FLOP/J),
is improved by maximizing component utilization so
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thatno component inthe system isa bottleneck. This
approach has been applied to data-intensive systems
that balance processor utilization and storage 1/0[5-7].
This approach isalso appropriate for process-memory
systems. In Refs. [8-12], researchers reasonably
allocated power to processor and memory to improve
performance within the power limits. Although these
methods can realize good effects, none of them use
overclocking techniques. It is important tonotethat
overclocking canbe used after other energy efficiency
methods have been adopted. That is, wecan further
improve performance through processor or memory
overclocking irrespective of howmuch other methods
have improved performance; meanwhile, total power
isnot increased; therefore, energy canbe reduced
and energy efficiency canbe improved. Thus, although
our approach improves performance by only 9.3 % on
average, itisstil1 better thanthe current approaches for
improving energy efficiency.
Our method can improve the energy efficiency
of the whole system, including processor and
memory, by boosting performance and control1ing the
average power consumption. We achieve a sustaining
performance boost by processor overclockingl' : 13] and
memory overclockingl!" . Meanwhile, we sustain an
invariable total power by transferring power between
memory sideand processor side, where power transfer
from memory to processor is realized by scaling down
memory active ratio, andthatfrom processor to memory
is realized by scaling downthe
voltage/frequency
of processor. We build a processor-memory energy
efficiency model to describe the above performancepower tradeoff. Furthermore, we propose a processor
and memory Coordination-based holistic EnergyEfficient (CEE) algorithm to implement the energy
efficiency of the whole system.
The contributions of our article include thefol1owing:
(I) Categorization of component overclocking
scenarios. We discover thattwo
categories exist:
processor overclocking and memory overclocking.
Each of them can distinctly improve performance by
overclocking, depending onthe applications: CPUintensive or memory-intensive applications. However,
notall memory-intensive applications can benefit from
memory overclocking, as performance improvement is
mainly determined byhow serious memory trafficis .
Furthermore, we provide underlying processor-memory
power transfer methods bya processor-memory energy
efficiency model.
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(2) Critical overclocking boundary for processor
andmemory.Wefinda
clear linkage between
processors' and memory modules' overclocking levels
and categories of component overclocking scenarios.
Thi s linkage indicates the proper rangeinwhich
memory overclocking works,by carefully checking
theactual
memory trafficlevel , for overclocking
to desirably boost performance without any power
consumption increase.
(3) Processor and memorycoordination-based
holistic energy-efficient algorithm. We showthe
overclocking boundary foragiven
application and
itsactualtested
memory bandwidth. Basedonthis
category, we determine the overclocking component
(processor or memory) anda corresponding powersavingmethod( scaling down memory activeratioor
processor DVFS).This algorithm can greatly improve
performance andcan accurately control thetotal power
from increasing forall14 benchmarks.
Therest
of this paper is organized asfollows:
Section 2 introduces thebasicidea; Section 3 illustrates
the proposed processor-memory energy efficiency
modelandCEE
algorithm; Section 4 describes
our experimental methodologies andthe experimental
results; Section 5showsrelatedwork
; and Section 6
concludes the paper.

2

Basic Idea

Most scientific applications canbedividedintoCPUinten sive or memory-intensive. For CPU-intensive
applications, wecan overclock processors toachieve
higher performance. To transfer the consequent power
increase fromthe
processor tomemory,wecan
reduce memory power consumption by carefully
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scaling down memory activeratiowithno
performance
degradation. For memory-intensive applications, we
can overclock memory frequency to reduce execution
time.To transfer the consequent power increase from
memory tothe processor, wecan reduce the processor
power consumption by carefully scaling downthe
processor frequency without any performance loss.As
aresult,we
improve performance without increasing
total power consumption forthetwotypesof
scientific
applications.
There arethreeissuesintheabove
method thatwe
needtosolve .
(1) First, memory overclocking cannot improve
performance insome memory-intensive applications
withverylow
memory traffic. Therefore, we cannot
appropriately categorize component overclocking
scenarios according to CPU-intensive or memoryintensive types . Here memory traffic represents
theactual
memory bandwidth measured duringan
application run . Our solution tothis problem isthat
we extract those memory-intensive applications with
lower memory trafficasan
independentpart , called
weakly memory-intensive, also referred toasthe
"in-between".Thismeansthat
memory-intensive
application is divided into strongly memory-intensive
and weakly memory-intensive for correct categorization
of component overclocking scenarios. AsFig.1
illustrates, scientific applications are divided intotwo
types.Thefirsttype includes CPU-intensive and weakly
memory-intensive applications, whichismarkedas
adottedbox , andthe other typerefersto
strongly
memory-intensive applications.
(2) The second issueislackofa
clear metrictofind
the overclocking boundary fortheabove categorization.

Strongly memory-intensive
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Weneedto determine a proper rangeinwhich memory
overclocking reallyworks.Our solution tothis problem
istofindametricto
measure whether memory
overclocking is beneficial ornot.Thismetricisbased
ontheactual memory trafficand memory bandwidth for
agiven program.
Memory traffichasagreat
influence on memory
latency,whichwillaffect
performance. When the
memory traffic isfarbelow
memory bandwidth,
memory latency increases slowlyas memory traffic
increases. However, memory latency increases sharply
when memory trafficis higher thana certain value .
Forhigh memory traffic applications, i.e., strongly
memory-intensive applications, memory overclocking
greatly reduces memory latency,asshowninFig
. 2.
We observe the memory latency change when memory
trafficis100 GB/s. Memory latency reduces from140
ns to120nswhen
memory frequency increases from
1866MHzto2133MHz.
Figure 3 explains thiscase
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viaaplotof memory bandwidth change. When memory
frequency increases from1866MHzto2133MHzwith
memory activeratiofixedtoone,
memory bandwidth
will increase from III GB/s to124 GB/s. Memory
bandwidth increase also results in memory latency
reduction. Meanwhile, forCPU -intensive applications,
processor overclocking also reduces memory latency.
Figure 4showshow memory latencyis influenced by
processor frequency invarious memory activerat ios .
(3)Thethirdissueishowtokeeptotal
power
from increasing based ontheabovetwo
overclocking
categories. Our solution is illustrated inFig . I .
For CPU-intensive and weakly memory-intensive
applications, we overclock processor for higher
performance and reduce memory power consumption
by scaling down memory activeratio . For strongly
memory-intensive applications, we overclock memory
frequency for performance boost and reduce processor
power consumption by processor DVFS .
Wedefinethe
memoryactiveratio
asthe number
of memory ranksintheactivestate
normalized to
thetotal number ofranksinthe
memory system.For
example, ifwekeepfouroutof
eight ranksintheactive
state , theactiveratiois
0.5. The memory activeratio
iskept constant whena program is running. Figure
I showsthe memory scheduler, which controls the
memory to perform a program under agiven memory
activeratio . Memory overclocking isa lso setbythe
memory scheduler. Multiple memory channels can
sustain multiple memory requests atagiventime . In
ourreal platform, one memory rank corresponds toone
memory channel.
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Current memory frequency is1866MHz.
Memory traffic is nearly 0GB/s .)
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Because CPU-intensive and weakly memoryinten sive applications havelow memory traffic, scaling
down memory active ratio hardly influences memory
latency. Figure 2show s the relationship between
memory latency and memory activeratioin
various
memory traffic situations.
When memory trafficishigh , enough idletimeis
usually available for processor to reduce its frequency
withlittle performance loss.
Next , we present some examples to validate the
effectiveness ofthe above solutions.
For
CPU-intensive applications,
we adopt
processor overclocking to boost performance and
scaledown
memory active ratiotosave
memory
power consumption. Eight ofour benchmarks can
be considered tobe
CPU-intensive. For example,
fluidanimate uses 8.3 % processor overclocking to
reduce thetimeby5
.9%. Meanwhile, we scaledown
50 % memory activeratioto
savea large amount of
memory power consumption by42 .1%, because ofthe
huge increase in power by processor overclocking, we
save1 .5% of thet otal power consumption. The fewer
the memory ranksinthe active state,thele ss memory
power consumption. Figure 5showsthe
distribution
ofmem ory power consumption on different memory
activeratios . We notice that scaling down memory
activeratiohas nearly no impact on these applications'
performance inthiss ituation.
For weaklymemory-intensive
applications (also
called in-between), memory trafficisnothigh
enough
sothat memory overclocking cannot significantly boost
their performance. Instead, processor overclocking can
improve the performance inthis situation. For thisinbetween category, wehavefour benchmarks (canneal,
facesim , ferret,and
streamcluster). For example,
__ Blackscholes
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Fig.5 Relationship between memory power and memory
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streamcluster performance cannot be improved by
memory overclocking, andmore power willyetbe
consumed. Weuse processor overclocking to boost
performance andscaledown
memory activeratioto
reduce memory power consumption. Streamcluster uses
8.3 % processor overclocking to reduce thetimeby5 %.
Meanwhile, wescaledown50 % of memory activeratio
to save38.2 % memory power consumption. Overall,
1.8% ofthetotal power con sumption is reduced.
For strongly memory-intensive applications, weuse
memory overclocking for performance improvement
and scale down processor clock frequency for processor
power reduction. Wehavesix
benchmarks which
belong to memory-intensive category. For example,
randomAccess uses14.2 % memory overclocking to
reduce thetimeby8.4
%. Meanwhile, we reduce
processor power consumption by10.5 %. Because of
power increase by memory overclocking, thetotal
power consumption is reduced by1.4 %.

3

Modeland Algorithm

Inthis
section, we present the processor-memory
energy efficiency modeland processor and memory
coordination-based holistic energy-efficient algorithm.

3.1

Processor-memory energy efficiency model

Table I lists allthe parameters and their meanings
inourmodel.
Execution time T andtotal power P
both depend on f cpu_over, fOVFS , r mem , and fm em_over'
Foragiven application, memory traffic ratio represents
theratioof memory trafficto memory bandwidth. We
define a as the threshold forthe memory trafficratio .
The objective ofourmodelisshowninEq
.( 1).
nun

s.t.

T

=

TCfcpu_over, fOV FS, r mem , fm em_over) ,

/",.p+

+

sr:

~ 0,

/",.P-

/",.P -

< 0,

(I)

<0

Here, /",.p + represents the power increase inthe
total power consumption compared tothe baseline,
where the baseline situation represents the condition
where both processor and memory frequencies areat
I . Similarly,
normalleveland
memory activeratiois
/",.P - represents the power decrease inthetotal power
consumption compared tothe baseline.
When memory bandwidth determined bythereal
hardware is reduced by scalingdown memory active
ratio, memory trafficratiowill
increase. According
tothe actual memory trafficratio,wedividethe
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Table 1
model.

Parameters and corresponding meanings in our
Parameter

Meaning

applications intotwo categories: those whose actual
memory trafficratioislessthan
ex and those withactual
memory trafficrationotlessthan
ex.
When actual memory trafficratioislessthan
ex,
suchasin CPU-intensive and weakly memory-intensive
applications, the reduction of T comes fromthe
increase of fcp u_over, asshowninEq.(2a)
. The
constraint condition inEq . (1) guarantees thattotal
power consumption P doesnot increase. t1P+ +
t1P- ~ 0canbesub stituted byEq.(2b) .
ex,
When actual memory trafficratioisnotlessthan
suchasin strongly memory-intensive applications, the
reduction of T arisesfromthe increase of fmem_over, as
showninEq.(3a).Thecon
straint condition inEq . (1)
guarantees thatthetotal power con sumption P doesnot
increase. t1P+ + t1P- ~ 0canbesub stituted byEq.
(3b).
T ~=
t1P+

T(fcpu_over

+ t1P - =

PCfCPU_over

r. fOV FS, r mem ~ , f mem_over)

t , fOV FS, r mem ~,

T ~ = TCfCPU_over,
t1P+

Processor overclocking frequency
f CPU_over
[FCPU_oveLI , . .. , FCPU_over_Kl Processor overclocking frequency
range
Processor DYFS frequency
fOVFS
Processor DYFSfrequen cy range
[FOVFS_I' .. . , FOVFS-M]
Memory overclocking frequency
.f mern. over
[Fmem_over_l"'
" Frn ern_overfl] Memory overclocking frequency
range
Memory activeratio
' mem
Memory traffic
h
BW = (bw],bw2, ... ,
m-Ievel memory bandwidth
bw m )
Thethre shold fortheratio
a
of memory trafficto
memory
bandwidth
The application execution time
T
Thetotalpower
consumptionfor
P
theproc essor andmain memory
sr r . c>:
Thetotalpowerd
ifference
between current powerandthe
baseline
The baseline forthet
otal
powerc onsumption, proce ssor
power , and memory power,
whereproces sor and memory
frequen cies arebothnorm al level,
and memory activerat io is I.

(2a)

3.2

(2b)

fOVFS

.l, r mem,fm em_over t)

(3a)

+ t1P- =

PCfCPU_over,
fOV FS

.l, r mem,f

mem_over t) - Po (3b)

Algorithm

We propose a processor and memory coordinationbased
holistic
energy-efficient
algorithm
III
Algorithm 1.Foragiven
application, this algorithm
obtains nearly optimal f cpu_over, fOV FS, r mem, fmem_over
for performance boost without power consumption
increase.
Input parameters consi st ofm-level
memory
bandwidth BW = (bwj , bW2 , . .. , bwm ) , proces sor
and memory frequency scaling ranges,and memory
Algorithm 1
Processor and memory coordination-based
holistic energy-efficient algorithm
Require:
m-Ievel memory bandwidth
BW = (bwj , bW2, .. ., bw m ) ; memory trafficr atio
rJ(] ;
thre shold a ; [FCPU_over_I , . .. , Fcpu_ove
[FOVFS_I,. .. , FOVFS-M], [Fmem_over_I, . . . , Fmem_over.N];
Ensure:
Processor overcl ockingf requency f cpu_over, orproc essor
DYFSfrequen cy f OVFS, memory overclockingf requency
f mem_over, memory activera tio ' mem,
I: Obtain parameters memory traffic h , P~ p u , p[;em;
2: if hlbw m < a then
3:
/* CPU- intensivea ndwe akly mem ory-intensive */
--.!2..- ~ max { --.!L.I--.!L. < a}'
<m

bWk

1~ i

4:

' mem =

k im ;

5:

Scale down memory activera tiot o 'mem;
Updatemem ory power
p memc.fcPU_ov
er , .fOVFS , "rn cm , .fmem_
over);
Calcul ate powers avings
sr : = p memCfcPu_over, f OVFS , ' mem, f mem_over) - p[;em;
Findthe maximum F CPU_over-k(l ~ k ~ K) , which
satisfies sr : + t::,.p- ~ 0;

6:

7:

8:

9:
10:
11:

12:

bw,

bw,

,

Output f cp u_over and ' mem;
end if
if h / bw m ? a then
/* Stron gly memory-intensive */ Determine
.fm em_over

fmem_over,

E { Fmem_ over _J" '" F mem_overJV} ;

14:

Set mem ory overclockingf requencyto
Updatem emory power

15 :

Calculate power increase

16:

Find the maximum

13:

fmem _over;

p mem c.f cPu_over , .fOVFS' 'mem, .fm em-Over) ;

sr :
t: ,.p
17:

fmem_over) - Po
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18:

= p memCfc Pu_overo fo VFS " mem, fmem_ over)- p(fem ;

+ +t::,.p

Output
end if

-

fO VFS

F OVFS-k(l ~

~O ;

and

f mem_over;

k ~ M) , which satisfies
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trafficratio
threshold. Here, bw m represents the
default memory bandwidth inthe baseline situation;
biu, represents the minimal memory bandwidth
when scaling downasmuch
memory activeratio
as possible; and m isthe
number of memory
channels. Inour experiment, the number of memory
channels equalsthe number of memory ranks.The
element bWk(k = 1,2, ... , m) represents the memory
bandwidth when memory activeratiois k / m.
The outputs forthis algorithm include processor and
memory frequency scaling valuesand memory active
ratio . Processor frequency is either overclocked or
scaleddown. Memory frequency is either overclocked
orkept unchanged. According tothe memory traffic
ratio thresholdprovided byour algorithm, our algorithm
achieves near-optimal memory activeratio,which
determines an appropriate levelfrom m-level memory
bandwidth.
The algorithm isdividedintotwoparts.First,we
needto obtain three parameters, memory traffic b,
p(;PU, p/:em by running an application and conducting
some performance profileand power measurements.
Theinitial processor power and memory power are
separately measured. Characterizing the applications
viaprofilingwillnot
cause a limitation forour
approach, because ina supercomputing center,most
scientific computing applications oftenrun multiple
times.Evenifa
profile-based approach consumes a
large amount oftimeon
profiling data,wecanstill
benefit fromthelater
process, whichis running this
program repeatedly.
Second, according tothe
relationship between
b/bw m and a, the algorithm isdividedintotwo
branches: Steps 2-9 andSteps 11-17. Inthe former
branch, for CPU-intensive applications, Step3 obtains
the optimal memory bandwidth bwr ,andStep4 obtains
the corresponding memory activeratio r mem . Power
saving comes from memory side because memory
activeratioisscaleddown(Step
7). To satisfy the power
constraint condition /:1P+ + /:1P - ~ 0,the maximal
processor overclocking frequency is calculated inStep
8. Finally, our algorithm outputs thedata fcpu_over and
r mem ·

The other branch forthe
second partisfor
memory-intensive applications. InStep
12, we
finda
memory overclocking frequency from
[Fmem_ove Ll, . .., Fmem _oveLlV] . Step
14 updates the
memory power after adopting memory overclocking.
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Power increase comes fromthe memory side(Step
IS) . Tosatisfythe
power constraint condition
/:1P+ + /:1P- ~ 0,the
maximal processor DVFS
16. Finally,our
frequency is calculated inStep
algorithm outputs thedata fOVFS and fmem_over.
Inthe following section, we validate the effectiveness
ofour algorithm via experiments.

4

Experiments

Inthis section, we introduce our experimental platform
andresults.

4.1

Experimental platform

Weusedsome
parallel benchmarks fromtwo
benchmark suites,which included allthe benchmarks
in PARSEC[15] andpartof
benchmarks in HPCC[16] .
Allthese benchmarks arelistedinTable2.
They
arethe representatives formany important scientific
applications andare divided intotwotypes
: CPUintensive and memory-intensive. Among memoryintensive types,therearefour
benchmarks that belong
to weakly memory-intensive, andthe other two belong
to strongly memory-intensive.
All benchmarks were executed withupto20 threads.
Inour experimental environment, the maximum number
of processor coreswas20. However, two benchmarks,
ftuidanimate and facesim, cannot be executed with20
threads because it requires the number of threads to
bethe power oftwo . Therefore, thescaleforthese
multi-threaded
two benchmarks was 16. Forallthe
benchmarks, each thread was mapped toone processor
core .
Weuseda
dual-socket IntellLinux systemwitha
Table2

Benchmarks usedinthisstudy.

Benc~mark

Benchmark

PARSEC

Blackscholes

20

PARSEC
PARSEC
PARSEC
PARSEC
PARSEC
PARSEC
PARSEC
PARSEC
PARSEC
PARSEC
PARSEC
HPCC
HPCC

Bodytrack
Dedup
Fluidanimate
Freqmine
Swaptions
x264
Vips
Canneal
Facesim
Ferren
Streamcluster
Stream
RandomAccess

20 CPU-intensive
20 CPU-intensive
16CP U-intensive
20 CPU-intensive
20 CPU-intensive
20CP U-intensive
20CP U-intensive
20Weakly
memory-intensive
16Weakly
memory-intensive
20Weakly
memory-intensive
20Weakly
memory-intensive
20 Strongly memory-intensive
20 Strongly memory-intensive

suite

Scale

Type
CPU-intensive
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PR30l6GS2 motherboard, two Intel Xeon E5-2660V3
processors, and 128GB , 2133 MHz, and DDR4
memory. This motherboard supports RAPUI?] for
power measurement. The cores support DVFS among
15 status, from 1.2 GHz to2.6 GHz, witha step of
0.1 GHz. The thermal design power for these processors
is105W . To accurately measure the power results, we
disabled the processor hyperthreading.
Overclocking technology is widely used In
most current processors. Processor overclocking
can effectively provide much greater speedup for
processors, which boosts application performance.
Similarly, memory overclocking can boost performance
for memory access . In our CEE algorithm, processor
overclocking and memory overclocking are adopted to
improve performance. More importantly, the system
reliability willnotbe
greatly influenced through
overclocking. The reasons areas follows : (1) There
are several works in which overclocking technology
, system reliability was
wasused[1,l 3,14] . InRef.[1]
evaluated by measuring the normalized failures in
time. The experimental results show that failure ratio
isnot greatly influenced by processor overclocking.
(2) Currently, many researches[18 ,19] adopt processor
overclocking, memory overclocking, or both to improve
system performance. Their actual test observations
show that the system is reliable during overclocking.
(3) Compared with previous research works, our CEE
algorithm adopts processor overclocking with only
two levels and memory overclocking with only one
level. Therefore, processor overclocking and memory
overclocking are strictly limited within a certain range,
which furthermore guarantees system reliability when
weusethe CEE algorithm.
Nowadays, there are many studies on overclocking,
andthe
main methods used in these studies to
overclock processors are Turbo Boost technologyl/Pl,
overclocking by increasing multiple frequencieslll, and
simulated overclocking' 13]. (1)Loand
Kozyrakis[20]
used Turbo Boost technology for processors
overclocking. Turbo technology improves performance
through automatic processor overclocking. Its
overclocking value is transparent to users, and
users cannot setthe
desired overclocking value.
Our method needs toseta
specific overclocking
CEE algorithm; thus,
frequency calculated bythe
Turbo Boost technology cannot be used to implement
our experiment. (2) lang etal.[I]
overclocked a
processor by setting BIOS and increasing multiple
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frequencies. They used an Intel desktop processor
and gigabyte motherboard. Intel desktop processors
support processor overclocking by increasing multiple
frequencies, which provides hardware support for
dramatic/static processor frequency adjustments.
desired
Although this method canbe used tosetthe
overclocking value, to date, there isno suitable API
for software-controlled dynamical overclocking of
processors. Therefore, the processor can only be
overclocked bya static method, like the BIOS, but
cannot be dynamically adjusted. However, Intel 's server
series chips, which are used in our experiment, donot
support multiple frequencies adjustment, as shown in
Table 3. Therefore, we cannot usethe BIOS to achieve
Rubio et
static processor overclocking asinRef.[1].(3)
al.[1 3] used DVFS technology to simulate overclocking,
using a Pentium M processor. The normal frequency
range of this processor is 600 MHz to2 GHz, while
inthe simulated overclocking, 1.8 GHz and2.0 GHz
were used asthe normal frequency and overclocking
frequency, respectively. Our experiments also included
simulated overclocking. For the processor weuse,
the processor overclocking range was2.6 -3 .1 GHz.
In our simulated overclocking, we assumed that 2.4
GHz wasthe nominal frequency while 2.5 GHz and
2.6 GHz were overclocking frequencies . At present,
simulated overclocking isa reliable method tousein
our platform. Table 4liststhe processor overclocking
frequency range used in our experiment.
We used a128GB DDR4 memory in our experiment.
The normal memory frequency was 2133 MHz. The
actual memory overclocking frequency range was
[2133 MHz, ... , 3000 MHz]. Asfor Intel Xeon E52600V3, we used 1866 MHz asthe normal memory
Table3 Different processes and corresponding overclocking
technologies.

CPU

Model

maker

Overclocking

support

byBIOS

Server (E5 2660V3)
Desktop (i7-6700HQ)

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Server (Opteron X3000)
Desktop (Ryzen 71700)

Yes

N\A

Yes

Yes

Intel
AMD

Turbo

Table4

The parameter valuesin our experiment.

Parameter name
[FCPU_over_I' ... , F cpu_overJ<]

Parameter value
[2.5 GHz. 2 .6 GHz], K

=2

[Fmem_over_ll' .. , F mem_overfl]

[I .2 GHz•. ..• 2.4 GHz], M = 13
[2133MHz],N = I

a

0.5

[FOVFS_I •... •

FOV FS-i\1]
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frequency, rather than2133MHz , because IntelXeon
E5-2600V3 doesnot support memory frequency higher
than2133MHz.The
memory overclocking frequency
rangewa s 1866-2133 MHz,whichisalsogivenin
Table4 .
Togetsome insight onthedi stribution of different
levels of memory trafficforeach benchmark, weused
vtune[21] to count the information about memory traffic
every I ms. Then,wemadea histogram ofthe memory
traffic,which divided therangesof
memory traffic
intobins . For example, for blackscholer benchmark,
therewerefive memory trafficbins , 2 GB/s , 5 GB/s,
8 GB/s, II GB/s, and14 GB/s, asshowninFig.6.
The number ofbin s andthesizeofeachbin
depended
on benchmarks. Vtune counts thetotal elapsed time
ineachbin . Then, we plotted abargraphtoshow
therelative sizesofthebins
. For example, Fig . 6
showsthe histogram of memory trafficfor blackscholer
benchmark. Forallthe memory trafficbins,we ignored
binsthathad0 .5 sorless elapsed time.Then,we chose
the maximal onefromtherestof
memory trafficbinsas
the memory trafficofthis benchmark. For blackscholer
benchmark, 8 GB/s, II GB/s , and14 GB/s binswere
ignored. Finally, wetook5 GB/s asthe memory traffic
for blackscholer benchmark. Weusedpowergov[ 22] to
measure processor power consumption and memory
power consumption. The powergov usestheIntel
RAPL technologyl' Jl toprofile processor and memory
power consumptions. WeusedIntel ® Memory Latency
Checker (MLC)[23] to measure memory bandwidth and
memory acce ss delay under thevarious memory traffic
conditions.
Weneededtoachieve
processor frequency under
agivenpower.
Lefurgy etal.[ 24] and Raghavendra
processor power is
etal.[ 25] pointed outthatthe
approximately linear tothe processor clock frequency:
PP = a x fp + b. For different benchmarks, therewere
30,----------------------------,
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some changes in parameters a and b. To obtain
more accurate parameters a and b, one benchmark
of processor
was executed twice.Then,twogroups
frequency and processor power values could determine
thevalue s of parameters a and b. According tothis
processor power modelandthe determined parameters,
we could obtain processor frequency under agiven
power consumption.
After processor frequency was adjusted, memory
power wasnearly unchanged. Inour experiment, we
measured the memory power ona real hardware under
several processor frequencies andfound memory power
hardly changed by processor frequency scaling, as
showninFig.7.We
assumed memory power was
constant.

4.2

Experiment results

Inthis section, we introduce our experimental results
and analyses. Allthe experimental datawere obtained
via measurements conducted atleastthreetimes.We
tookthe average ofthesethreevaluesasthefinalresult
foreach experimental data. Some slight fluctuations
existed because ofsystemfactors
, suchas cache.
To eliminate such interference, we needed tomore
measurement runs .

4.2.1

Overall results

OurCEE algorithm can greatly improve performance.
AsFig . 8shows , the average performance improvement
wasupto9
.3% forallthe14
benchmarks, andthe
maximal performance improvement wasupto13.1
%
fordedup benchmark.
Our CEE algorithm can guarantee no increase in
total power consumption, asshowninFig.9.For
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Fig.7Plot
showing the changes in memory power
consumption forallthe
benchmarks; the changes were
insignificant, irrespective ofif processor DVFS or processor
overcIocking wasused.
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Table5
Energy efficiency methods adopted for each
benchmark according to CEE algorithm.
Energyefficienc y
Energy efficiency
Benchmark
method for
method for
improving performance
powercont rol
Blackscholes Proce ssor overclocking Activeratio adjustment
BodytrackProce
ssor overclocking Activer atio adjustment
DedupProcess
or overclocking Activeratio adjustment
Fluidanimate Proce ssor overclocking Activer atio adjustment
Freqmine
Processor overclocking Activeratio adjustment
Swaptions Processor overclocking Activer atio adjustment
x264
Processor overclocking Activer atio adjustment
VipsProces
sor overclocking Activeratio adjustment
CannealProce
ssor overclocking Activer atio adjustment
Facesim
Processor overclocking Activer atio adjustment
Ferret
Processor overclocking Activeratio adjustment
Streamcluster Proce ssor overclocking Activer atio adjustment
Stream
Memoryoverclock ing
DVFS
RandomAccess Memory overclocking
DVFS

ID

~ 100

Co

:§ 50
{3.

Fordifferent
applications, weuseddifferent
technologies. The technologies adoptedforeach
benchmark arelistedinTable5 .

4.2.2

Fig.9Total
power consumption before and after applying
CEE algorithm.

some benchmarks, itgreatlyreducedthetotalpower
consumption. Thisis because scalingdownmemory
activeratiobyclosingmemoryrankscansavealarge
amountofmemorypowercon
sumption. Wenoticed
thatlimited processor overclocking frequencystopped
thepowerincrea se fromreachingtheupperbound
ofourmodel.Thehigherthe
processor overclocking
frequency,themorethe performance boosts.
AsFig . Ishows,we considered fourkindsofenergy
efficiencymethods , as wellasourCEE algorithm, inour
model.Forthreetypesof
applications, differentenergy
efficiencymethod s wereadoptedtoimprovetheir
performance andcontrolpower consumption. Table5
liststhe corresponding energyefficiencymethodsfor
each benchmark.
Ourapproachdidnot
increase thetotalpower
consumed, asshowninFig . 9.Forsome applications,
itreducedpowerprominently.Thisis
because closing
memoryrankcansavealotofpowerandwecannot
increase processor frequency unlimitedly. If wecan
raisethe processor overclocking frequency,wecanget
more performance boost.

Performance results

This subsection showsthe performance resultsofour
CEEalgorithm.The
performance resultsaredivided
intothreeparts according to application type.
(1) CPU-intensive applications
For CPU-intensive benchmarks, suchdedup,canneal ,
processor overclocking frequencycanreduceCPUtime
andmemorylatency .
Figure10showsthememory
bandwidth ofthereal
hardware andmemorytrafficforeach
benchmark.
Ir:::::J Memo ry traffic
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Fig.10 Memory bandwidth reduction via CEE algorithm;
memory bandwidth was greatly reduced, and the reduced
memory bandwidth wasstill much higher than memory
traffic.
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The memory bandwidth (baseline) , indicated by the
darker column bar, is fixeda nddo es not depend on
appli cations. The column barm arkedas memory traffic
is much lower than memory band width.
According tothe memory activerat io thre shold a , the
CEE algorithm obtained the greater reduced memory
bandwidth. As Fig. 10 shows , the rightmost column
bari s much lowerthanthem iddle column barforea ch
group of bars. Moreover, redu cing mem oryac tiver atio
will causelittle performance loss, ass howninFi g.2 .
Furthermore, we tested onlys calingdown memory
activerati oa ccordingt o the CEE algorithm , andfound
thatonly scalingdownm emorya ctiver atio willh ardly
influenc e the execution time , ass howninFi g. II .
Wetooktw o ben chmarks, dedup andc anneal, asa n
example. According to ourCEE algorithm,th e memory
activerati os forthe se two benchmarksw ere scaled
downto0.25 . Wh enw eonl y con sideredsca lingdown
memory active ratio,w ithout scalingdownproc essor
overclocking frequen cy, the execution time s forthi s
situation werenothi gher thanth ose oftheba seline and
were evenle ss,ass howninFig . II . Meanwhile, for
the dedup andc anneal benchmarks, power wass aved
by3 1.3% and2 3.9%, respectively, ass howninFi g. 12.
(2) Strongly memory-intensive applications
For stronglymem ory-intensive benchmarks,s uch as
RandomAccessa ndStre am, thepro cessoro verclocking
frequencies couldn oti mprove performance. According
tothe memorya ctiver atio thre shold a = 0.5, the
memory trafficv aluesofR andomAccessa ndStr eam
were higher than theth reshold by14 .2% and7 .0%,
respectively.Acco rdingt o Fig.1 3, thepro cessor
overclockingfrequen cies( 2.5GHzand 2.6GHz )c ould
_
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Fig.11Effectof
scalingdown memory active ratio without
processor overclocking frequency onthee xecution time
of CPU-intensive applications; execution timewas hardly
affected.
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consumption for CPU-intensive applications; total power
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Fig.13 Effect of processor overclocking on performance.
For strongly memory-intensive applications, processor
overclocking (2.5GHz and 2.6GHz)couldnot
improve
performance. Inthe entire processor DVFS range, there was
nearly no change inthe execution time,which means alotof
processor idletimewa s available inthi s case.

not improve performance. Me anwhile, fromFi g. 13,
we canco ncludeth at therew asa lot ofCPUidl e time.
When theproc essor clock frequencyw assca ledd own
from 2.4GHzto a lower level, even to 1.2GH z, there
was almost nol ossi n performance .
Inthi ss ituation , memory overclockingf requency
increased memory bandwidth and reduced memory
acce ss delay.
(3) Weakly memory-intensive (in-between)
applications
Among allth e memory-intensivea pplications, some
appli cationsw illn ot benefitfromm emoryov erclocking
andproce ssor DVF S. InFi g. 14, thefourl eftmost
benchmarks are weaklymem ory-intensive . As the
figures hows , whenwe adopted memoryov erclocking
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Fig.14 Effect of memory overcIocking and processor DVFS
on performance. For weakly and strongly memory-intensive
applications, memory overcIocking and processor DVFSdid
not guarantee improving performance without increasing
total power consumption. (Thefour leftmost benchmarks
belongtoweakly memory-intensive, and thetwo rightmost
belongto strongly memory-intensive.)

and processor DVFS,the average performance lossfor
these four benchmarks, i.e., canneal, facesim , ferret,
and streamcluster, wasupto2.9 %, andthe maximum
performance losswasupto5.6
%, whichwasfor
facesim benchmark. Therefore, memory overclocking
and processor DVFSwerenot
certain to improve
performance and control thetotal power consumption
from increasing forall memory-intensive applications
(including weakly and strongly).
Inour CEE algorithm, for weakly memory-intensive
applications, we adopted processor overclocking
and memory activeratio
scaling down instead of
memory overclocking andproce ssor DVFS . AsFig.15
illustrates, whenwe adopted processor overclocking
and memory activeratio scaling down,the average
performance improvement for these four benchmarks
(canneal, facesim, ferret , and streamcluster) was9.9 %,
andthe maximal performance improvement wasupto
13.2%, whichwasfor canneal benchmark.

4.2.3Total

power results

Todi stinguish the power Increase partand
power
decrease partinthetotal
power consumption, we
present aplotinFig
. 16.Itcanbe
clearly seenthat
the power consumption decrease column is sometimes
much larger thanthe
power consumption increase
column. Overall , the CEE algorithm can ensure that
sr: + sr: ~ O.
For CPU-intensive and weakly memory-intensive
applications, first,we calculated /:,. P - according to

Fig.15Effectsof
processor and memory overcIocking
techniques on performance. For weakly memory-intensive
applications, memory overcIocking and processor DVFS
were replaced by processor overcIocking and memory active
ratio scalingdown techniques; performance was improved
without increasing total power consumption. For strongly
memory-intensive applications, memory overcIocking
and processor DVFSwere adopted. (Thefour
leftmost
benchmarks belongtoweakly
memory-intensive, and the
two rightmost belongto strongly memory-intensive.)
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Fig.16Power
increase part and power decrease part inthe
total power consumption.

the reduced memory activeratio . Then,we obtained
/:,.p+ according to /:"P- + /:,.p+ ~ O. This means we
canuse processor overclocking to improve performance
without total power increase.
For strongly memory-intensive applications, first,we
obtained /:,. P + according tothe memory overclocking.
Because therewasonlyonelevelfor
memory
overclocking frequency inour experiment asTable4
shows,the power consumption increase /:,. P + from
memory overclocking frequency wasnotveryhigh
.
Thus, wecanuse processor DVFStosave power and
ensure /:"P- + /:,.p+ ~ O.
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5RelatedWork
High power and high energy consumption has
become one of most important concerns in computer
systems studies, particularly in high-performance
computing[26,27 1. A large number of approaches are
focused onthis issue. Most low-power techniques save
power consumption by scaling down processor clock
frequency[28,291. Although these low-power techniques
can reduce energy consumption, theywill usually result
inthe performance loss . Another type of low-power
approach[ 301 isnot only scaling down processor clock
frequency butalso changing the number of active cores
for power savings. In Refs. [31,32], near-threshold
computing technology wasusedto
explore powerefficiency under performance constraints bya 128core chip operating atthe near-threshold region. In
addition to reducing processor power consumption,
Refs . [33-36] focused onhowto reduce memory energy
consumption.
Besides low-power techniques, researchers have also
focused on power-constrained problems for computing
nodes. In Refs. [8-12], power was reasonably allocated
to CPU and memory for performance improvement
within the power limits. The main idea was that for
different applications, the power demands of processor
and memory are different. According to applications '
characteristics, the researchers allocated power to CPU
and memory to satisfy their demand for performance
andpower. Furthermore, Refs.[37--40] focused ona
cluster. When the power of a cluster is limited, first,the
number of active nodes
researchers needed tosetthe
according toan application's scalability. Second, they
needed to allocate the power to compute nodes, and also
allocated the power to processor and memory in one
node ultimately. Finally, they improved application 's
performance within the power constraints.
The work most related to ours ison developing
balanced energy-efficient systems, which equally
maximize the utilization of all components such
system isa bottleneck.
that no component inthe
Since components, e.g., processors and memory,
arenot
power-proportional, they can achieve their
highest energy efficiency when operated at maximum
utilization. Asa result, balanced systems also maximize
performance foragiven
amount of energy because
they eliminate bottlenecks and allocate the energy most
efficiently. There are several works having a similar
idea withtheabove[5- 71. However, they are focused on
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data-intensive systems that balance processor utilization
and storage I/O. In these works, the platform tobe
balanced is designed; that is,few processors are paired
with lots of disks, oraflashisused.
Our work applies a similar concept to
computationally
or
memory-intensive
High
Performance Computing (HPC) applications. Basically,
our algorithm recognizes when the power allocated
tothe processor isnot being fully utilized (and thus
isnotat
peak energy efficiency andisa
bottleneck)
and shifts that power tothe memory system, which
increases the utilization of the processor andthe
memory system, andalso increases the performance
foragiven amount of energy. Weuse various existing
dynamic power management mechanisms for CPUs
and memory to shift thepower.
In addition, weuse
processor and memory overclocking techniques to
realize performance improvement, which are seldom
used.Loand
Kozyrakis[20] found that overclocking
technology can result in higher energy efficiency in
some situations.
Our research work focuses onhowto
coordinate
the processor and memory inamulti core-based system
for performance improvement while keeping total
power consumption from increasing. Our research
work is different fromthe
previous works inthe
literature[8-12]. Geet al.[IO] focused onthe problem of
coordinated power allocation between processors and
memory modules on power-bounded systems. They
found that cross-component power coordination had
great influence on application performance. Weare
also concerned about the coordination of processor
and memory whenoverclocking and power-saving
techniques areused. The difference between our work
andthe previous works is that those works are focused
on power-bounded computing, while we study how
to improve performance while ensuring no increase
intotal power consumption. Weuse overclocking for
performance boost, butthe previous researchers didnot
use overclocking technique. LoandKozyrakis[20] found
that overclocking technology can result in higher energy
efficiency in some situations.

6

Conclusion

Improving the energy efficiency of a processor-memory
system is significant. This is because higher energy
and power consumption has become one of biggest
challenges for computer systems, particularly high-
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performance computing systems. For better energy
efficiency, our objective isto
boost performance
while guaranteeing no increase inthetotal
power
consumption. Thisis quite different from reducing
power consumption asmuchas
possible witha
little performance loss . Webuilta processor-memory
energy efficiency modelformulti core-based systems to
coordinate processor and memory power distribution.
Usingfourkindsofenergy
efficiency techniquesprocessor overclocking, processor DVFS, memory
activeratio adjustment, and memory overclockingourmodel explores performance boost opportunities
andsatisfies power control demand. Wealso propose
a processor and memory coordination-based holistic
energy-efficient algorithm to implement performance
boost whilethetotal
power consumption doesnot
increase. We provide detailed experimental resultsthat
validate the effectiveness ofourmodeland algorithm.
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